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Abstract:
Nowadays, the fruitful discussion regarding the morphological variability of handaxes
during the Middle Pleistocene has reached a decisive moment with the use of more accurate
statistical methods, such as geometric morphometrics (GM) and multivariate analyses (MA).
This paper presents a preliminary methodological approach for checking the utility of these
new approaches on the analysis of the tools’ shape. It goes beyond the simple description of
morphology and isolates the variables which define the final morphology of a tool. We
compared two Middle Pleistocene sites, Boxgrove and Swanscombe, which are
morphologically very different. Then, we applied the GM analysis on 1) 2D images, with two
semi-landmark distributions: 28 semi-landmarks, specially concentrated on the tip and butt,
and 60 equally spaced points; and 2) on 3D models using a new software (AGMT3-D
Software) including 5000 semi-landmarks. The more points used to define the tool’s outline,
the more accurate will be the interpretation of the variables affecting shape. On the other
hand, if the semi-landmarks are localized on specific sectors of the tool, a bias is created, by
concentrating on those sectors, rather than the general tool shape. The 3D models offer a new
dimension on the shape analysis, as their results mean the combination of plan-shape, profileshape and the tool’s topography.
Keywords: Middle Pleistocene; Acheulean; handaxes; geometric morphometrics; multivariate
analyses; Boxgrove; Swanscombe
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1. Introduction
Since the early stages of prehistoric research, there have been persistent attempts to
develop a common set of technological features and measures in which the morphology of
different lithic assemblages could be classified and compared. These classical methods for the
study of stone artefacts have led us to distinguish between different technological modes, or
cultural technological groups (Clark 1996). The differences are mainly based on the
combination of presence or absence of some technological markers (cores and flake systems,
Large Cutting Tools or the Levallois technique) with the chronological boundaries of each
site. For a long time, the aim of the study of these technological groups was the
characterization of the operative chains and the determination of the final tools’ typology
(Boëda et al. 1990; Bordes 1961; Carbonell et al. 1992; Newcomer 1971; Wenban-Smith
1989). Nowadays, there is a focus on the morphological variability of tools and their possible
origin. Traditionally, this analysis has been made using metrical approaches, quantifying the
morphology by a set of discrete metric measures, and characterizing an assemblage by the
distribution of these measures (Bordes 1961; Roe 1968). Nevertheless, the morphology of
tools is a much more complex issue than the superficial description of measures and indices,
and it should refer to the entire shape, or to global properties of the artefact, more than to local
measures (Grosman et al. 2008).
GM analysis is a powerful tool for the quantitative description of shape variability within
and between groups. Nevertheless, it has had two significant handicaps: the limited
computing power and 3D scanning possibilities (Lycett et al. 2006; Lycett 2009; Rovner
1995); and the problems and difficulties entailed in the application of landmark or semilandmark-based methods to material cultural objects (Archer & Braun 2010; Bretzke &
Conard 2012; Costa 2010; Eren & Lycett 2012; Herzlinger & Grosman 2018; Lycett &
Chauhan 2010; Lycett & von Cramon-Taubadel 2013; McNabb 2007). The main problem,
among others, has been the lack of readily identifiable, homologous landmarks on artefacts,
(Lycett & Chauhan 2010). The lack of protocols requires a comparison of methods to test
which is the most appropriate to analyse the morphology of tools. Here, we have compared
the results between the use of 2D images or 3D models. In addition, it is also necessary to
define how many semi-landmarks are required to define accurately the tool’s outline.
In the context of the Western European Acheulean Project (WEAP, Marie Skłodowska
Curie IF-EF-ST Fellowship, Project ID: 748316), we have defined a common method of
analysis for the study of handaxes and cleavers from several sites in the UK, France and
Spain, based on a selection of technological attributes from the main traditions of lithic
analysis (typological, technological, morphometrical and sequential) that are considered to be
particularly significant (Garcia-Medrano in prep.). Besides, combined with this technological
characterization, WEAP has used GM on 2D images and 3D models to analyse both plan and
profile shapes of handaxes and cleavers.
The aim of this work is to make a preliminary methodological approach comparing the
use of 28 (concentrated on tip and butt) and 60 (equally distributed) semi-landmarks, both on
2D images; and 5000 points, on 3D models. The results have been interpreted using MA. This
is increasingly used to discern patterns of variability in lithic assemblages and help with their
interpretation. One of the most frequently used is Principal Component Analysis (PCA). IN
this case, we have applied this analysis on two of the main Middle Pleistocene sites in Britain:
Swanscombe and Boxgrove.
2. Archaeological context
WEAP includes the analysis of handaxes and cleavers from several sites in the UK,
France and Spain (La Noira, Brandon Fields, Cagny La Garenne, Elveden, Swanscombe,
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Saint Pierre-lès-Elbeuf, Menez-Dregan and Galería and TD10.1 sublevel of Gran Dolina,
Atapuerca). For this paper, we have chosen two of the key British Middle Pleistocene sites:
Boxgrove and Swanscombe (Figure 1). The clear association between fauna and very rich
lithic assemblages, together with hominin remains attributed to Homo heidelbergensis and
early Neanderthals makes them two of the key sites for interpreting the Acheulean and
occupation of Britain (Conway et al. 1996; Hillson et al. 2010; Overy 1964; Roberts & Parfitt
1999a; Schreve 2004; Stringer et al. 1998). In the last few years, the differences between
them from both an occupational and technological point of view have been highlighted
(McNabb et al. 2018; Moncel et al. 2015; Smith 2013). In this case, we have focused on the
morphological differences between the handaxes and the methods of analysis.

Figure 1. Location of the Boxgrove and Swanscombe sites

Boxgrove (West Sussex) is situated 7 km east of Chichester, at the junction between the
South Downs and the present Sussex Coastal Plain. This region has been shaped by a series of
marine transgressions and regressions (Roberts & Parfitt 1999a; 1999b). The Boxgrove
stratigraphic sequence was deposited on a chalk wave-cut platform that during the Middle
Pleistocene was below a 75-100m cliff (Lewis & Roberts 1999; Roberts et al. 1997). Mapping
of these deposits, in relation to the solid chalk geology, indicates deposition within a semienclosed marine bay formed by the extant Portsdown and Littlehampton Anticlines (Barnes
1980). The Middle Pleistocene sediments show marine regression towards the end of an
interglacial (MIS 13; Slindon Formation) and the onset of fully terrestrial conditions prior to
and into the ensuing glacial (MIS 12; Eartham Formation). Using key biostratigraphic marker
species the marine, intertidal and lower terrestrial units have been dated to the late
‘Cromerian’ MIS 13, 524-478ka (Roberts & Pope 2018).
The importance of the site rests on the preservation of some of the clearest evidence for
hominin presence and behaviour in Britain during the Middle Pleistocene (Parfitt et al. 2005;
2010; Pope 2002; Pope & Roberts 2005; Roberts & Parfitt 1999a). The Boxgrove lithic
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collection is exceptional in terms of its preservation, due to the nature of its burial and its
subsequent taphonomic history, and because of the great quantity of large tools recovered,
mainly handaxes (García-Medrano et al. 2019). Fauna from Boxgrove is diverse (Parfitt
1999a; 1999b) indicating a mosaic environment of open grassland alongside areas of
deciduous and mixed woodland. A tibia and two incisors, assigned to Homo cf.
heidelbergensis, physically illustrate the presence of hominins within the site’s mammalian
palaeo-community (Stringer et al. 1998; Stringer & Trinkaus 1999; Trinkaus et al. 1999).
Barnfield Pit, Swanscombe (Kent), a former chalk quarry, is situated on the southern
flank of the Lower Thames basin, 5 km east of Dartford. Deposits of gravels, sands and loams
have been recorded from the site along with flint tools and Pleistocene fauna (Conway et al.
1996; Gibbard 1985). Mammalian biostratigraphy and lithostratigraphy attribute the site to the
Hoxnian interglacial (MIS 11; c. 423-380 kyr BP) (Bridgland 1994; Schreve 1996; 2004). The
MIS 12 glaciation diverted the course of the River Thames southwards to its present course
(Bridgland 1994; Preece 1995). At Swanscombe the new course is represented by terrace
deposits of sands, gravels and floodplain loams, which accumulated during MIS 11, including
the Upper Middle Gravels (UMG), which are the focus of this paper (Conway et al. 1996).
The fauna from the UMG highlights a mosaic environment with open-grasslands and
deciduous woodland along and around the channel margins (Schreve 1996; 2004). Three
refitting skull fragments show the presence of early Neanderthals at Swanscombe (Overy
1964; Stringer, 2012; Stringer & Gamble 1993). Alongside fossil evidence, lithic artefacts
including handaxes and flake tools have also been recovered (Ashton & McNabb 1996;
Ashton et al. 1998; McNabb 2007). The association of lithics and fauna at Swanscombe has
been variously interpreted as either evidence of a hominin hunting camp alongside a river
channel (Waechter 1968; 1969; 1976) or scavenging of carnivore kills and natural deaths by
hominins (Binford 1985). Neither interpretation has adequately assessed the taphonomy of the
faunal assemblage and the role that non-human agents played in site formation and
modification. Swanscombe, therefore, provides an ideal case to analyse the hominin
behaviour at this location but also to produce a detailed understanding of faunal taphonomy
and overall site formation processes (Smith 2013).
3. Methodology
While there are several morphometric approaches, landmarks-based GM is a powerful
tool for the quantitative description of shape variability within and between groups (Lycett &
Chauhan 2010). It is a variant of the methods used for the quantitative study of shape and
shape differences between physical objects (Herzlinger & Grosman 2018). This approach has
been used by archaeologists and is drawn from various fields in biology. It is based on a finite
number of points - landmarks - that are placed on the surface of the studied items and
expressed by two or three Cartesian coordinates. These landmarks should have respective
points across all specimens in the sample (homology).
While in biology homology can be based on phylogenetic, developmental or functional
considerations, objects of material culture lack such readily identifiable homologous
landmarks (Lycett & Chauhan 2010; Okumura & Araujo 2018). For that, the study of
archaeological artefacts uses semi-landmarks, which are localised according a consistent
geometric positioning of the tools (Bookstein 1997; Dryden & Mardia 1998). Nevertheless,
there is a lack of a single protocol to define the outlines and how many points are necessary to
analyse accurately the morphology of handaxes and cleavers. Some researchers use different
quantities of semi-landmarks (equally spaced or concentrated in specific tool’s sectors) or
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landmarks at specific points (Costa 2010; Lycett & von Cramon-Taubadel 2013; McNabb et
al. 2018).
We have chosen thirty handaxes per site, with different sizes and shapes (Figure 2). All
the materials have been photographed using a Nikon D3200, and keeping a 90° angle between
the camera and the instrument. The tools have been oriented firstly, according to their
maximum length; and secondly with the upper face as the dorsal face (in the case of flakes) or
the face with major convexity. All the photographs have been saved in .NEF and .jpg formats,
with an image size of 6016x4000 pixels. The 3D scans have been made using a Structured
Laser Scan (HDI Advance Scan) and the Flexscan software. The 3D models have been saved
as .ply format and extracted using the Artifact 3D Software (Grosman et al. 2008).
So, in this paper, we have explored two different approaches for analysing morphology
with 2D images: 1) 60 equally spaced points along the whole outline of the tool (Figure 3a)
and 2) 28 points with special concentrations on tip and butt (Figure 3b). The 60 equally
spaced points have been generated automatically with the tpsDig2 software (Rohlf 2009).
On the other hand, the extraction of the 28 points has been created with a standard web of
points and then superimposed onto the images, according to the length of each tool. This has
been made using Autocad Software. The points have then been extracted using also tpsDig2.
Once the extraction of coordinate data has been made, the pieces have been oriented
according to their maximum length, beginning from the tip. In both cases, the starting point
has been manually digitized. The XY coordinates of the different points per specimen have
been saved in .NTS file, and then exported to PAST software (Paleontological Statistics)
(Hammer et al. 2001). A 2D Procrustes superimposition of the XYoutline coordinate data has
been performed, which scaled, rotated, and translated the XY data, bringing all handaxe
outlines to a standardized size, orientation, and position before subsequent analysis (Figure 4).
In this way, the differences in landmarks’ can be attributed exclusively to shape differences
between different objects.
In contrast, for performing the landmarks-based GM shape analysis on 3D models we
have used the open access Artifact GeoMorph Toolbox 3D (AGMT3-D). This is a software
designed specifically to use on archaeological artefacts. It has been written using the Matlab
programming language. AGMT3-D consists of a data-acquisition procedure for automatically
positioning 3D models in space and fitting them with grids of 3D semi-landmarks. In fact,
each point of the grid consists of two semi-landmarks, one placed on each artefact face, so
that a grid of 50×50 provides 5000 landmarks (Figure 3c). The top and bottom latitudes
capture the exact 3D outline of the artefact’s distal and proximal ends. Thus, this protocol
provides a list of landmarks that accurately expresses the artefact’s volumetric configuration.
It also provides a number of analytical tools and procedures that allow the processing and
statistical analysis of the data (Herzlinger & Grosman 2018).
The multivariate outline data obtained has been projected into two dimensions so that the
underlying shape variables could be qualitatively examined and compared. In order to
interpret the meaning of the PCA results from a morphological perspective, Procrustes
superimposed shape data have been examined utilizing thin-plate splines to facilitate
visualization of shape changes from the group mean along relative warp (i.e., principal
component) axes (Hammer & Harper 2006). By examining the morphological deformations
and XY plots of specimens from the PCA scatters, it has been possible to interpret the shape
variation by itself. The PCA graph includes the warps’ tool (representing the tools’
morphology) on the maximum value of each axis. Colour coding remark the landmarks that
vary the most on the shape trend described on positive and negatives scores of PC1 and PC2.
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Figure 2. Examples of handaxes from Boxgrove Q1B Unit 4 (left) and Swanscombe-UMG (right) used with this methodological approach. The 3D images have been
extracted using Artifact3-D Software (Grosman et al., 2008).
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Figure 3. Three morphometrical approaches to the analysis of the morphological variability of handaxes using
2D images (a, b) and 3D models (c). a) 60 equally spaced points, b) 28 semi-landmarks, specially concentrated
on tips and proximal parts, and c) 5000 points defining outlines and tool surfaces.
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Figure 4. Procrustes superimposition process removes size, translates, and rotates (i.e., orientation) the outlines
from the original shape data. Original outline data (left) vs. Procrustes aligned data (right). These images
correspond with the 60 equally spaced points outlines of handaxes from the Swanscombe (black dots) and
Boxgrove (blue squares).

Those morphological tendencies lack the size effect and compare the different tools
within a site or between different sites. In addition, the derived principal component scores
has also permitted application of other quantitative tests of multivariate equality of means
between the groups (Costa 2010; Herzlinger & Grosman 2018).
4. Results
With the outlines defined using 2D images with 28 points, specially located on the tool’s
tip and butt, the PC1 explains 56.70% of the morphological variability Boxgrove and
Swanscombe-UMG handaxes (Figure 5a), showing a clear division between wider oval
shapes or wider bases with pointed tips. And the second factor, explaining the 16.81% of their
variability of those samples, represent nearly the same pattern that the first PC, but
concentrated mainly on bases: wider bases vs. narrow ones. So, this approach clearly
associates the tool’s morphological variability to the shape on tips and butts.
If we define the handaxes’ outlines using 60 points, equally distributed, the
morphological variability of handaxes is mainly explained by the combination of the two
Principal Components: PC1 (51.09%) and PC2 (17.52%) (Figure 5b). So, despite the clear
dependence on the features of the tip vs butt (PC1), there is a second factor (PC2) which
contribute to the morphological variability of tools: the distribution of the edges, either
convergent or with a clear tendency to parallel edges (Figure 5b).
Nevertheless, according to the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test, in both cases only
the PC1 has statistically significant effect in the morphological differences between the
handaxes from those two sites, PC1 (28 points p=0.0001 and 60 points p=0.0001) and PC2
(28 points p=0.66 and 60 points p=0.99).
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Figure 5. Principal components scatter plots of handaxes from Boxgrove (blue square) and Swanscombe (Black
dots). Outlines on 2D images, made on 28 semi-landmarks (upper), and on 60 equally spaced semi-landmarks
(lower) with their percentages of cumulative variance of each graph.

In addition, using the 3D models to analyse variability and creating a web of 5000 points,
using not only outlines but also surfaces and topography, it shows how most of the variability
is expressed for the two first principal components: PC1 (35.37%) and PC2 (10.76%). These
results are very similar to those explained by the 60 equally spaced points. The difference
between them is the main feature represented within these PCs. As in the two previous cases,
PC1 represents the oval shapes vs pointed tips. Nevertheless, the major variability is
concentrated only from the mid part of the object to the tip. On the other hand, the second
component refers to the changes in the proximal part of the tool, in combination with changes
of the tool’s thickness (Figure 6). In this case, it shows how the thickest tools are more
pointed and the thinner ones more oval through using the combination of 3D models planshape analysis and profile shape, to get the most accurate interpretation of the data.
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Figure 6. Principal components scatter plots of handaxes from Boxgrove (blue square) and Swanscombe (Black
dots). Outlines on 3D models, made on 5000 semi-landmarks, with their percentages of cumulative variance. The
ellipses are 90% confidence ellipses. It includes the warps’ tool, representing the morphology. Colour coding
represents the landmarks that vary the most on the shape trend described on positive and negatives scores of the
PC1 and PC2. Two crosses represent the mean shapes of each group.

In addition, if we apply a Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test on inter-point distances between
group means points (Figure 6) the results show that the mean shapes between Boxgrove and
Swanscombe handaxes are significantly different, (ranksum=2330, n1=30, n2=30, p= < 0.01).
5. Discussion and conclusions
In recent years there has been increasing use of statistically robust methods in
archaeological studies and experiments to characterize and define the morphologies of
Acheulean handaxes. Despite the significance of these tools, there is no one protocol based on
experimental tests to choose the most suitable way to analyse morphology.
In this case, we have compared two Middle Pleistocene British sites: Boxgrove and
Swanscombe. Boxgrove has ‘classic’ oval bifaces and those from Swanscombe have more
pointed shapes (Figure 2). According to our results, a low number of points or the
concentration of those on selected parts (in this case, tip and butt), simplify the origin of the
morphological differences or create a tendency to concentrate the analysis on these specific
parts. Besides, the equally distribution of points generates more information along the whole
perimeter of tools, allowing us to include other aspects such as the distribution of edges,
something clearly related with the width effect, localisation of the widest point and the
Elongation index, maximum length (L)/maximum width (m). And this aspect has been crucial
in the traditional interpretation of those samples by authors as Bordes (1961) and Roe (1968).
Both 60 equally spaced points on 2D images and 5000 points on 3D models are very
useful to interpret and analyse the factors which explain the morphological variability of
tools, independent of their size. Nevertheless, increasing the number of points, there are
substantial changes to take into account. PCA provides a small number of independent (noncorrelated) linear combinations (principal components) of a set of measured variables that
capture as much of the variability in the original variables as possible. By default, if the
number of variables (semi landmarks) p is smaller than the number of observations (artifacts)
n, the analysis produces p principal components. If the number of observations is higher, than
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n-1 principal components are produced. The principal components are ranked so that each
subsequent principal component explains less variability than its former one. The proportions
of variability of each PC (and hence also the cumulative explained variability) is calculated by
dividing the PC’s eigenvalue by the sum of eigenvalues of all the PCs. For example, if the 3D
dataset consists of 60 artifacts and 15000 landmarks coordinates (5000 landmarks × 3
dimensions), then the proportion of explained variability of each PC should be calculated by
dividing each PC’s eigenvalue by the sum of the eigenvalues of 59 PCs. So, there are
differences in the number of PCs and differences in the percentage of variability represented
by them on each case (Figure 7). As less number of points are considered, more variability is
represented by the first PCs. Nevertheless, in the case of the outlines made using 28 and 60
points, the 90% of the variability is explained by the first 6 principal components. By the
contrary, in the case of 5000 points, the 90% of variability is explained in the first 19
principal components.

Figure 7. Cumulative variability chart (28 points, 60 points, 5000 points). The red line marks the first ten
principal components. The red arrows show where the PCs represents more than 90% of the variability.

The resulting information is complementary between these approaches. As the 60 points
only define the outline of pieces (contour), the resulting information only refers to that aspect:
the butt and tip and the delineation of the edges. If any additional information is required, e.g.,
the thickness of tools, there is a need to conduct a new analysis of the profile shape. With the
3D models the whole information is recorded, so the 5000 points cover the whole surface of
the tool, analysing at the same time the plan and the profile shapes. This is crucial because the
thickness of tools is one of the factors that has stronger variation through the shaping process
and is clearly associated with the thinning process. In our case, it is much more significant
because the thickness is clearly correlated with the distal shape.
So, as we have seen the localisation of points on specific sectors of the tools, generates a
bias in the results, whereas more points provide a better record. But even nowadays, many of
the researchers do not have a 3D scanner available. If this is the case, the 2D images can be
used to analyse the tool’s morphological variability. But at least, 60 equally spaced points are
needed to get an accurate analysis of the tool’s shape. It is also important to remark that for a
complete description of the factors that contribute to the shape variation, not only should the
plan shape be considered, but also the profile of tools. So, the process must be made twice.
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On the other hand, working with 3D models, a web of 5000 semi-landmarks will record
the maximum morphology of tools, including plan-shape, surface topography and profile
shape. Through this method, the PCA made on the resulting coordinate points provides a
complete view of all the factors that contribute to the shape variation between several tools or
several groups of tools.
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